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1. INTRODUCTION

Background

In the fall of 2001, representatives from Citizenship and Immigration Canada, the Ontario
Administration of Settlement and Integration Services (CIC-OASIS) and Human Resources
Development Canada (HRDC-Lawrence Square) met with representatives from the Ontario
Society of Professional Engineers (OSPE) to seek advice about how to include employers in
discussions about ways to help foreign-trained engineers in Toronto obtain employment in the
engineering profession.

There was a discussion about the difficulties faced by foreign-trained engineers who want to
practice their profession in Canada.

The discussion continued about ways in which OSPE could assist in bringing to the attention of
employers the existence of highly trained immigrant engineers in Canada who could help to
remedy the looming shortage of skilled engineers; and to obtain suggestions from employers
about any additional skills these individuals may need to enhance their employment
opportunities and career progression.

HRDC agreed to consider an application for funding from OSPE to conduct a focus group
session with employers to facilitate a discussion of the above issues.  It was also decided that a
focus group session with foreign-trained engineers to determine their needs and the barriers
they face in practicing their profession in Canada would be useful.

OSPE also stated that it would be interested in helping the foreign-trained engineers acquire
some additional skills and knowledge that would help them to become more employable by
offering a course for foreign-trained engineers that would highlight how engineering in Canada
differs from other countries. Topics such as the status of engineers, how engineering interfaces
with other professions, project management skills and teamwork skills were suggested by
OSPE. CIC agreed to consider an application for funding from OSPE for the design of such a
course.

In December, OSPE presented CIC with an  “Initial Draft of OSPE’s Proposed 33-Week
Program”, a concept designed with the assistance of several organizations that it had selected
to help it deliver this potential projectin partnership.  CIC noted that it would be necessary to
demonstrate that prospective employers and clients would support such a project before a
formal proposal could be entertained.

The co-funding of a pilot project for foreign-trained engineers in Toronto with CIC and HRDC-
Lawrence Square was being explored at that time CIC, HRDC and the Job Search Workshops
(JSW) Advisory Committee. This pilot, if approved for funding, would be independently
evaluated to determine whether it was successful before any decisions would be made about
continuing it or replicating it in other locations and a Call for Proposals process would be
required to select Service Providers (SPOs) to deliver it on an on-going basis.
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CIC stated that it has longstanding funding relationships with many Service Providing
Organizations (SPOs) throughout Ontario that deliver settlement services (including assistance
with employment) to recent immigrants. Many of these SPOs work with foreign-trained
professionals and would need to be given the opportunity to provide a proposal if the project
went beyond the pilot stage.

CIC and HRDC provided some feedback about the delivery structure of the concept suggested
by OSPE, as well as about paying a placement agency for workplace participants, the client
intake process, language assessment and credential assessment by the PEO (Professional
Engineers of Ontario).

OSPE then submitted a revision of the concept to CIC and HRDC. OSPE agreed to conduct the
focus group sessions requested by CIC and HRDC prior to any decision being made on funding
a pilot project.

OSPE stated that each work placement will be reviewed by PEO to ensure that the work the
client performs during the placement period would count towards the one year Canadian work
experience requirement for licensure.

Objectives of this Report

This report describes the SPO Focus Group Meeting of January 14, 2002. It provides an
overview of OSPE’s concept as well as the reactions of the participants to the concept and their
subsequent recommendations.  A complete agenda for the meeting is included in the Appendix.

Objectives of the Focus Group

CIC and HRDC wished to obtain input from focus group sessions with Service Providing
Organizations (SPOs), Funders, Newcomer Engineers and Employers about the proposal from
OSPE regarding the potential benefits and challenges of the proposal, as well as specific
recommendations to enhance the concept’s:

• delivery

• management, and

• outcomes.
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Location of the Focus Group and Numbers of Participants

The SPO focus group was held at the Colony Hotel in downtown Toronto. The arrangements
were made by COSTI.

Seventeen SPO representatives attended as well as speakers from OSPE and their associates
and representatives of CIC and HRDC. A full list of participants follows:
Name Organization

Ron Birkett CIC – OASIS
Pat Fia HRDC – Lawrence Square
Fiona Corbin CIC – OASIS

Anat Wertheim JVS of Greater Toronto
Roland Rhooms Skills for Change
Jane Cullingworth Skills for Change

Susan O’Rourke JVS/ Skills for Change
Joan Kent CultureLink
Safia Shire CultureLink

Stephanie Tang Centre for Information & Community Services
Laraine Kaminsky Malkam Cross Cultural Training
Dorothy Solate COSTI – CFTPT

Timothy Owen World Education Services
Aurelia Tokaci SISO
Ed Kothiringer Jobstart

Paulina Maciulis OCASI
Michele McGee COSTI
Mengistab Tsegaye LASI-World Skills Ottawa

Debbie Douglas OCASI
Don Ingram Consulting Engineers of Ontario
Wilf Flagler Ontario Society of Professional Engineers

Stephen Jack Ontario Society of Professional Engineers
Beverley Breen Progress Career Planning Centre/ Progress & Assoc.
Rhonda Singer Progress Career Planning Centre/ Progress & Assoc.

Marni Johnson Workplace Training & Services Inc.
Jayne Edmonds SpeakWell
Glen Thompson Archer Resource Solutions Inc.

Laura Sullivan Archer Resource Solutions Inc.
Judie Benyei, Facilitator Benyei Associates Limited
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Focus Group Format

Each participant introduced themselves, outlining briefly the experience their organization has
had with assisting foreign-trained professionals enter the Canadian job market at a professional
level.

Participants worked in small groups and a plenary session.  The facilitator led the groups
through a discussion of each question soliciting input and recommendations on each and also
acted as recorder. Participants commented as they wished and all input was recorded.

Not all participants were able to stay for the entire meeting.

The questions asked of the participants were:

1. Please provide an overall statement of reaction to the concept.

2. What do you feel are the strong points/benefits and challenges of the concept from your
point of view?

3. Please provide any recommendations you have with particular reference to the:

– delivery component of the concept

– management structure of the concept

– outcomes

4. Please provide any other comments you wish

Small Group Representatives

Group 1 Group 2
Tim Owen  - W.E.S. Michele McGee – COSTI

Laraine Kaminsky – Malkam C.C. Anat Wertheim – JVS
Dorothy Solate – COSTI Mengistab Tsegaye – LASI
Joan Kent – CultureLink Paulina Maciulis – OCASI

Safia Shire – CultureLink Roland Rhooms – Skills for Change
Aurelia Tokaci – S.I.S.O. Jane Cullingworth – Skills for Change
Stephanie Tang – C.I.C.S. Susan O’Rourke – JVS/ Skills for Change

Beverley Breen – P.C.P.C.
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2. OVERVIEW OF THE PRESENTATION BY THE ONTARIO
SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS (OSPE)

The presentation on behalf of OSPE was made by Wilf Flagler, Career Centre Coordinator.
Stephen Jack, Professional Engineer (P.Eng), OSPE Director of Operations spoke about the
Professional Engineers of Ontario (PEO) and their mandate, as well as their interest in certifying
foreign-trained engineers. Also speaking on behalf of another Engineering society was Don
Ingram P.Eng., President of the Consulting Engineers of Ontario (CEO). CEO represents over
265 engineering firms across Ontario and are very interested in the potential labour pool
represented by foreign-trained engineers, both to fulfil the expanding market demand in Ontario
as well as to be able to expand Canada’s export of professional engineering services.

OSPE’s presentation highlighted their vision for the concept:

“To create a high quality experiential program capable of helping Ontario’s foreign trained
engineers make a smooth transition into the Canadian workforce in an engineering capacity.”

and the objectives of it’s concept:

“Use a systems approach to develop a feasible long term employment solution for foreign
trained engineers in Ontario.”

“Address the key issues and concerns raised by Ontario’s employers for the hiring and
integration of foreign trained engineers into their organizations.”

Wilf Flagler then introduced OSPE’s service partners in the proposal:

• Marni Johnson, WTS Inc. (Workplace Training & Services Inc.)

• Jayne Edmunds, SpeakWell (A Division of Gandy Associates)

• Rhonda Singer, P & A (Progress and Associates)

• Laura Sullivan and Glen Thompson, Archer (A Division of Wardrup Engineering)

Each of the service partners described their company, their clients and years in business, their
capacity to assist OSPE with the proposed concept.

Highlights of the proposed concept included:

• Thorough pre-screening of candidates for program suitability

• Classroom communication skills training

• Online advanced communication skills training

• Classroom work readiness training
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• Paid engineering work placement

• Ongoing work placement support

• Monthly classroom job maintenance support

• 3 month access to OSPE’s online career centre

Wilf Flagler then summarized OSPE and partners’ view of the keys to their concept’s success.
They included:

1. Comprehensive Pre-Screening for

– solid English and communication skills

– Academic and Canadian technical engineering basics, and

– positive attitude and good program fit

2. Consistent, high quality employer-focused advanced comprehensive English workplace
communications skill training

3. Work readiness training that features employer focused, current, innovative and
engineer-specific labour market and job search components associated with the
engineering profession in Canada

4. Twenty-six week paid engineering work placement to gain recognition by PEO towards
the required one year of Canadian experience working directly in an engineering
capacity

5. Ongoing individual on-the-job support

6. Program recognition and by the three top engineering associations for both members
and employers in Ontario

7. Use of an inclusive and proactive systems approach that allows for roll-out of the
proposed program across Ontario

OSPE’s presentation was followed by a question and answer session for clarification of any
necessary points.  All the members of the OSPE team responded to questions that were
directed to them.
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3. SUMMARY OF SPO FEEDBACK

This section presents the feedback for the session of January 14, 2002, utilizing the questions
from page 5. The feedback is stated as much as possible as it was presented by the
participants. This report has been edited for clarity only and not to “force fit” the feedback into
the predetermined reporting categories.

In this way it is hoped that the participants’ concern for accuracy in reporting and the need for
consistency of format have been met.

All flip charts from the sessions are attached in the Appendix. Where representative quotes are
used in the text, they are highlighted and enclosed in quotations for easy identification.

Overview

Overall, there was unanimity among the participants on all the major points that follow.

Participants agreed that the whole idea behind the concept is good, but the majority had a
variety of concerns about issues such as flexibility, the use of an employment agency and no
apparent role for current service providers.

Benefits of OSPE’s Approach

According to the participants, the strongest points of the concept included:

• the paid work placement part of the concept

• the fact that the professional associations of the PEO, OSPE and CEO were in support of
the concept

• the fact that CIC and HRDC would work together

• the emphasis on finding employers

• that work experience would count towards the Professional Engineer designation
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Challenges of OSPE’s Approach

The major challenges from the participants’ point of view included:

1. A concern about who would be responsible for ongoing delivery if the pilot was
successfully completed

– how will the program be replicated in the community?

– who will deliver this program in communities other than Toronto?

– who will promote the program?

2. Too narrow a focus on a specific kind of client, i.e., the job-ready, foreign-trained
engineer

– training is too much focussed on the FTE

– what about options for other clients who don’t fit in?

– eligibility – what happens if they don’t fit in (if screened out, what happens to them?
no help?)

3. The training content may not be flexible enough to accommodate different client
needs and may be repetitive

– appears repetitive in content

– flexibility – what if someone already has job search skills, can they just go to the
placement part of the program?

– need clarification as to who is doing the outreach to the clients

– clarify access – how to get into it

4. The  partners involved in the delivery

– too many partners

– would the current partners be able to assist in a future roll-out of the program?

– some of this content is available elsewhere

5. Placement Concerns

– how is client to be supported / encouraged to move from placement to a higher
paying job?

– unsure if employment agency would have the same view of case management as the
SPOs; need to clarify this

– There may be a need for employment equity training of private sector employers (who
may be insensitive to this client group)

6. Apparent lack of role in this concept for existing service providers and the
community
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– how do other current projects fit in?

– will this program be replicated in the community, and how?

– who will deliver this in communities other than Toronto – may be SPOs in future, so
where are SPOs in the program

– what is the relationship of community agencies to the PEO in the promotion of this
program?

– ISOs need to have a role beyond consultation

– “what about us”?

Specific Recommendations

1. Ongoing delivery if the pilot is successfully completed

– need portability to other communities in Ontario – will this pilot be developed as a
project that other partners can use? – e.g. outside Toronto? (PEO, OSPE are Ontario
wide, but current partners are not)

– intellectual property – what about replication of program within the community?
(background: sometimes government has paid for program development which still
cost money to access by SPOs)

2. Too narrow a focus on a specific kind of client, i.e., job-ready, foreign-trained
engineer (FTE)

– appropriate screening is important-explicit strategies are needed

– if individuals rejected, must be done positively, so as not to destroy their self esteem

– flexibility must be built in so that if client did not complete program, but got job in
engineering they would not forfeit P.Eng. (NOTE: OSPE stated if FTE continues
under supervision of a P.Eng., there would be no forfeit of time put in to client’s
P.Eng.)

– clarify eligibility criteria: (NOTE:OSPE stated foreign trained engineers must be legally
eligible to work in Canada to be eligible)

– even Canadian citizens should be eligible for program, i.e., “foreign-trained” Canadian
citizens

– ensure that profile of the clients reflects/ is representative of foreign trained engineers
in Ontario

– scheduling flexibility needed for clients who are in “survival” job and can’t take time off
to attend

3. The training content and the flexibility to accommodate different client needs

– should be two prongs to the program:

individuals who need front end training and

individuals who can go straight to placement by virtue of their experience
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– simplify process/ seems to be too intensive

– if existing programs attended, let them be a legitimate pre-requisite/ need to assess
existing programs

– provide program in a modular format for flexibility

– clarify access – how to get into it

4. The Partners

– re placement agencies – need to clarify business relationship (Archer: agency paid to
review, interview and place – no ongoing commission for agency)

– need portability to other communities in Ontario – will this pilot be developed as a
project that other partners can use? – e.g. outside Toronto? (PEO, OSPE are Ontario
wide, but current partners are not)

– intellectual property – what about replication of program within the community?
(background: sometimes government has paid for program development which still
cost money to access by SPOs)

– simpler if fewer providers /  too many providers

5. Placement

– diversity training for private employers (as part of funding solution make it a perk for
companies)

– pay higher than minimum wage is needed

– resolve what happens if foreign trained engineer hired before program ends

– increase wage as placement moves on and engineers prove themselves

– Memorandum of Understanding re salary needed between the client and employer
about future salary progression

6. Apparent lack of role in this concept for existing service providers and the
community

– will the pilot be shared with ISOs?

– if existing programs attended, let them be a legitimate pre-requisite/ need to assess
existing programs

– have a committee from ISOs so they can contribute to management of the proposed
program or perhaps take an advisory role

Evaluation

The participants also offered some recommendations about evaluating the proposal.

• assessors should be familiar with other programs being offered

• On Follow up assess success of the program by:
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– individuals placed in jobs

– completed P.Eng. requirements

– competitive salaries for individuals

– at least a 6 month follow up/ also a year after the end of the program – can also be an
interim evaluation done

• A written training plan with learning objectives, benchmarks for each individual client will
help in evaluation of program
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4. NEXT STEPS

After the conclusion of the focus groups, a short summary report about each will be prepared.
These reports will be made available to all participants as well as other interested parties, likely
on the CIC and HRDC websites.

CIC and HRDC will examine and analyze the feedback from the focus groups in detail to assist
them to determine whether to consider a proposal from OSPE for a pilot project.

If a pilot project were to go ahead, an independent evaluation by a professional evaluator would
be conducted. The evaluation data would be used to assist CIC and HRDC in coming to a
decision about whether to proceed with an ongoing project.
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5. APPENDIX

Agenda

Flip Charts from January 14 Session
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SPO FOCUS GROUP

Agenda

January 14, 2002

1) Welcome – Ron Birkett

2) Introductions and Agenda – Judie Benyei

3) Background – Pat Fia

4) Presentation of Proposed Concept – OSPE and Partners

5) Break

6) Questions of Clarification – SPO Representatives

7) Small Group Discussions

8) Lunch

9) Feedback – SPO Representatives

– Overall statement
– Strong points and Challenges of the Concept
– Specific Recommendations

10) Summary & Next Steps – Judie Benyei

11) Statement of Thanks – Fiona Corbin
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Feedback On

Proposed OSPE Concept

January 14, 2002

GROUP 1

Overall Statement on the Proposed Concept

• Whole idea behind the program is good

Strong Points

• focus on job placement

Challenges

• how do other current projects fit in?

• what options for clients who don’t fit in?

• too many partners in delivery

• appears to be repetitive in content – also some of this content is available elsewhere

• how is client to be supported/ encouraged to move from placement to higher paying job?

• training is too focused on the F.T. Engineers

• unsure if employment agency would have same view of case management as SPO’s; need
to clarify this

• might be a need for Employment Equity training of private sector employers

• will this program be replicated in the community and how?

• if individuals rejected, must be done positively, so as not to destroy self esteem

• appropriate screening is important – explicit strategies are needed

• saw it as not flexible, but linear (can foreign trained engineer come in later?)  Is acceleration
possible?

• who will deliver this in communities other than Toronto – maybe SPO’s in future, so where
are SPO’s in the pilot?

Recommendations

• should be two prongs to the program

– individuals who need front end training

– individuals who can go straight to placement by virtue of their experience

• if existing programs attended, let them be a legitimate pre-requisite/ need to assess existing
programs
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• on follow-up assess success of the program by

– individuals placed in jobs

– completed P.Eng. requirements

– competitive salaries for individuals

– at least a 6 month follow up/ also a year after the end of the program – can also be an
interim evaluation done

• management – have a committee from Immigrant Settlement Organizations (ISOs) so they
can contribute

• committee’s role TBA, perhaps advisory?

• diversity training for private employers (as part of funding solution/ make it a perk for
companies)

• intellectual property – what about replication of program within the community?
(background: sometimes government has paid for program development which still cost
money to access by SPO’s)

• will the pilot be shared?

• assessors should be familiar with other programs being offered

• re placement agencies – need to clarify business relationship (Glenn’s comments: agency
paid to review, interview and place – no ongoing commission)

• resolve what happens if foreign trained engineer hired before program ends

• flexibility must be built in so that if client did not complete program, but got job in engineering
they would not forfeit P.Eng; OSPE comments: if FTE continues under supervision of a
P.Eng., there would be no forfeit

• clarify eligibility criteria: (OSPE: foreign trained engineers must be eligible to work in
Canada)

• even Canadian citizens should be eligible for program i.e. “foreign-trained” Canadian
citizens

• ensure that profile of the clients reflects/ is representative of foreign-trained engineers in
Ontario

Group 2

Overall Statement on the Proposed Concept

• Good program but don’t feel it will meet need of majority of foreign trained engineers seen
by community agencies; does not take existing models into account, and too many players
for the 6 weeks of the program

Strong Points

• Paid work placement
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• PEO, OSPE, CEO all together in support

• CIC/ HRDC working together

• work experience will count towards P.Eng. designation

• emphasis on employers is good

Challenges

• Proposal lacks specifics/ may need more work, e.g.

• access/ how to get into it

• eligibility

• flexibility – what if someone already has job search skills, can they just go to placement part
of program (Group 1 also feels this)

• what happens if they don’t fit in? (if screened out, what happens to them? no help?)

• clarification needed re who is doing the outreach

• concern as to who will promote the program

• what is relationship of community agencies to PEO in promotion of this program

• ISO’s need to have a role beyond consultation “what about us?”

Recommendations

• simplify process/ seems to be too intensive / simpler if fewer providers /  to many providers

• provide program in a modular format (flexibility)

• written training plan with learning objectives, benchmarks for each individual client (will help
in evaluation of program)

• need portability to other communities in Ontario – will this pilot be developed as a project
that other partners can use? – e.g. outside Toronto? (PEO, OSPE are Ontario-wide, but
current partners are not)

• what about clients who are in “survival” job and can’t take time off to attend – scheduling
flexibility needed

• pay higher than minimum wage needed

• increase wage as placement moves on and engineers prove themselves

• Memorandum of Understanding re salary needed between the client and employer about
future salary progression

The opinions expressed in this report do not represent the opinions or
policies of Citizenship and Immigration Canada or Human Resources Development

Canada.


